Eugenie Brinkema

List of Publications (as of January 2023)

Books


Articles/Chapters

Forthcoming

2023  | “19/19” and “19-19,” (O)vid’s Metamorphoses, ed. Bernd Herzogenrath
2023  | “the recent dead and papercraft,” ASAP/Journal
2023  | “Not Done Being Over: Death and the Trouble with Understatement,” Film Criticism, special issue on camera movement, ed. Daniel Morgan and Jordan Schonig.
2023  | “Form is Vers,” for an anthology of critical writings on the photographs of Hal Fischer, ed. Tim Dean.

Published

  | Reprinted in REAL—Yearbook of Research in English and American Literature (Gunter Narr, Tübingen).


“e.g., Dogtooth”, issue on *Distance, World Picture* 7. <http://www.worldpicturejournal.com/WP_7/Brinkema.html>


“Not to scream before or about, but to scream at death’: Haneke’s Horrible
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